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The Hammer of Thor is the second book in the Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard series and was released on
October 4, In this book, Magnus receives a warning and discovers that the hammer of Thor, Mjolnir, is missing.

The following version of this book was used to create the guide: Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead.
Magnus Chase has been given the difficult task of recapturing Loki and returning him to his bonds. With a
crew of einherjar and a Valkyrie to help him, he sets sail on a magical boat given to him by his father Frey.
The group must recapture Loki before his ship Naglfar sets sail at Midsummer, or else Loki will start
Ragnarok, the final war between the gods and the giants. They sail from Boston, planning to meet up with
Blitzen, a dwarf, and Hearthstone, an elf along the way. As they approach their meeting spot, the boat is
attacked by the Nine Giantesses of the Wave. Their boat is dragged under and they are taken to the hall of
Aegir, lord of the sea. Samirah, a Valkyrie, claims guest rights and Aegir agrees to have dinner with them
before he decides what to do with them. He warns them that he has promised his wife, Ran, vengeance on
someone named Magnus Chase, so if any of their party is him he will have to kill them. Samirah is quick to
tell Aegir that dwarf and elf are not halal, and Aegir frees them. They are able to convince Aegir not kill them
by promising to challenge Loki to a flyting. Aegir leaves and the group has to fight the Nine Giantesses of the
Wave to escape. They are losing, and Magnus says a desperate prayer to his father Frey. His grandfather,
Njord, hears the prayer and intervenes. He tells them their group must split up. Magnus objects to Hearthstone
and Blitzen going off alone, and Njord promises that he will send Magnus to them when they are ready to
actually take the stone. When they find him, he challenges them to tveirvigi, traditional doubles combat where
each warrior has a second made out of clay. TJ agrees to fight the giant, and Alex makes the magical clay
warrior that will be his second. They fight Hrugnir and his clay second and win. Just before he dies he tells
them the location of the mead: Magnus kills the dragon by stabbing a chink in his underbelly armor.
Hearthstone then must decide whether or not to roast and eat the heart of his father. Hearthstone asks Magnus
to hold the spit that the heart is on, and the two argue over whether or not Hearthstone should eat the heart. As
they argue, Magnus accidentally drops the heart into the fire. He tries to catch it, but burns his fingers. He
licks his fingers and ends up getting some blood into his mouth. From this, Magnus gains the ability to talk to
animals. When they get there Mallory sees the woman she blames for her death. Mallory, Magnus, and
Samirah chase after the woman. Frigg offers them some advice on how to get the mead and gives them a
magical walnut they can use to recapture Loki if they succeed in the flyting. She throws the stone into the air,
and the giants jump up to catch it, forgetting that their scythes are now sharp. They accidentally kill each other
with their scythes. They are able to get the mead, and set sail again. They travel to the border of Niflheim and
Jotunheim, where Loki has Naglfar docked. Traveling into the icy lands of Niflheim nearly kills them, but
they are given refuge at Thunder Home, the hall of Skadi. Skadi gives them cider made from the apples of
immortality, which gives them enough staying power to survive the frigid weather, then sends them on their
way. The group fights their way onto Naglfar, and Magnus challenges Loki to the flyting. In the beginning,
Loki seems to be winning the flyting. He insults Magnus so badly that Magnus begins to shrink. Magnus tries
to insult Loki back, but finds that cutting someone down is not his nature. He focuses instead on building up
his team, and points out that Loki has no team. Loki shrinks, and they recapture him in the walnut. The group
fights their way off Naglfar, and escape on the backs of water horses. They return Loki to the gods, who
reward them for their bravery. This section contains words approx.
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Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3 The Ship of the Dead Oct 3, by Rick Riordan. Hardcover. $ $ 13 99 $
Prime. FREE Shipping on eligible orders.

This is the story of how my life went downhill after I got myself killed. After dying and becoming an einherji ,
he lives his afterlife in Hotel Valhalla. Magnus is currently in a relationship with Alex Fierro. Contents [ show
] History Magnus was born on January 13, [3] , though the timeline of events is rather mixed up, so this may
not be true. When Magnus was six years old, his mother and uncles got into an argument at Thanksgiving,
while Magnus had no idea what the argument was about. He never saw his uncles or his cousin Annabeth
Chase again. When Magnus was eight, he and his mother went on a vacation to Mount Washington in New
Hampshire where they hiked to the top and had a park ranger take their picture. In the second grade, he had a
teacher who taped his left hand to his desk in order to force him to write with his right hand, this caused his
mother to yell at his teacher. When Magnus was ten, he cut his left palm on a hunting knife, which left a deep
scar. His mother once dated a hunter who taught him how to skin animals, this did not end well and they broke
up soon after. At age twelve, he had his first kiss with a girl named Jackie Molotov, which happened behind
the bleachers at a school dance. When Magnus was fourteen, his mother was murdered by several "wolves
with glowing blue eyes" sent by Fenris Wolf. His mother ordered him to stay away from his Uncle Randolph
before her death, an order which Magnus dutifully obeyed. Since then, he has been living on the streets.
Magnus became friends with two homeless people: Hearth and Blitz , commonly known as his mother and
father. During this time he would frequently lie to the police and truant officers about his name and has tried
alcohol. Magnus would also steal money from passersby, but only if they did things like park in a handicap
parking space or were rude to others. He would also pick up barbering skills during this time. He became close
friends with Abdel Fadlan and his son Amir , although he told them his name was Jimmy. The Blood of
Olympus While not mentioned by name, Annabeth Chase mentioned her uncle and cousin that lived in Boston
whom she never saw because her father and uncle would not get along to Percy and Piper before the three
fought the Giants in Athens. While sleeping under a bridge, Magnus is woken up by Blitz , [4] a fellow
homeless man, who warns him of the flyers going around that feature both his name and face. Magnus
immediately senses something is wrong and, as a precaution, packs his sleeping bag. He learns that these
strangers are in fact his cousin and uncle, Annabeth Chase and Fredrick Chase. Magnus also learns that his life
is now endangered, which is why they are looking for him. While searching in his office, Uncle Randolph
comes up behind Magnus and tells him that his life is in danger and that he needs to quickly come with him to
escape somewhere. Magnus agrees after he hears loud bangs that are slowly getting closer to the house. Once
in the car, Randolph reveals that he believes the Norse gods are real and that Magnus is the son of a Norse
god. They reach a pier where Randolph tells him to go towards the water, call a sword that he believes has
been stuck there for many years, and claim it as his own. Magnus successfully retrieves the sword, but is
attacked by Surt , who wants to destroy Magnus and take the sword. Blitz and Hearth intervene before Surt
can attack Magnus, but quickly succumb to his powers. After seeing his friends hurt, Magnus decides to attack
Surt himself. While protecting those on the pier, Magnus make a last stand and manages to toss Surt into the
Charles river. Magnus dies quickly after. Magnus wakes up in a courtyard perfectly okay with his clothes
cleaned and no sign of his injuries. When attempting to leave the room, the doorman Hunding comes to get
him. Hunding takes Magnus to his new room and tells him that his Valkyrie will come for him. His Valkyrie,
Samirah al-Abbas , walks in and introduces herself and tells him she is taking him to dinner where all the
other heroes are. The Thanes debate this while Sam defends Magnus until the Norns appear and recite a
prophecy to him while showing him the feru, the symbol of Frey. After the Norns leave the thanes debate and
dismiss Samirah as a Valkyrie. Once Magnus is back in his room, he showers and finds a note from Thomas
Jefferson Jr. Magnus goes to breakfast to meet the rest of his hall mates. After breakfast they all head down to
training together where Magnus sticks with his hall mates and desperately tries not to get killed. Moments
later he is hit in the face with an ax and dies. Magnus dreams of the man in the Red Sox jersey, who Magnus
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now identifies as Loki. Loki tells Magnus that he has eight days to find the Sword of Summer. Magnus then
wakes up and answers his door when Gunilla knocks and offers to give him a tour and threatens him. The two
tell him they were watching him, keeping him safe, and that they need to get him out of the hotel. An alarm
goes off, signaling the giant squirrel has found them. While running away from the squirrel, the trio go down
the recycling shoot that takes them back to Midgard. The three end up at Fenway Park, where Blitz tell
Magnus that their boss told them that he was a son of Frey and to watch him. They give Magnus his obituary
and tell him his funeral is tonight, to attempt to find the sword he died with. When they reach the funeral home
Hearth stands watch while Magnus gets the sword. When Magnus finds his old body, he searches the coffin
for the sword but it is not there. While he is trying to leave, a shocked Annabeth walks in. She offers to take
him to a safe place , but he declines. Annabeth gives Magnus her phone number and tells him to call her if he
needs anything. Once outside, Hearth is attacked by something. Hearth then signs his assault and points out his
attacker, Sam, is across the street. While following Sam, they end up by the river. Sam is after the sword to
prove her innocence. The four go to an underground sewer, where Blitz pulls a severed head out of his bag and
throws it into the water. It rehydrates and is revealed to be the god Mimir. Mimir explains Magnus haz a
destiny and figured he could be used for the good of the worlds. Mimir tells them that Fenris Island is only
accessible on the first full moon of the year. Mimir disappears after they are finished talking. The four head to
the food court in the transportation building. After Sam and Magnus order and wait for their food, a pigeon,
Big Boy, threatens to make the falafel shop close forever if he does not give them information on the sword.
The pigeon says that the sword was swept up the Charles River and was picked up by the sea goddess, Ran. In
exchange for the information the pigeon, asks Magnus to get him a golden apple from the sea goddess. When
they get to the dock they find the frost giant Harald who denies his boat to Hearth and Blitz, but lets Sam and
Magnus take it. The two groups agree to meet at the library later. When they go to the bait storage shed they
pick out a giant bull head and drag it on to the boat before the set out to sea. When they cross into Jotunheim
they throw the bull head into the sea and wait. When they get a massive bite Sam helps him reel it in and stops
Harald from cutting the line. When their catch breaches the surface, Sam introduced Magnus to her big
brother. Harald pleads with them to cut the line and release the world serpent. Eventually the sea goddess Ran
comes to the surface to demand they stop, as she can not scavenge on the ocean floor. They say they will let
Jormungand go, but only if she barters with them. She agrees and they cut the line. Magnus then threatens to
summon the sword which will tear her net and release her treasures. The duo leave for the Library. When
Magnus reaches the public library he turns the sword into a white runestone pendant with a black Fehu on it.
Big Boy then appears and asks for the apple, then morphs into a Jotun and reveals his name to be Utgard-Loki.
Blitz tells Magnus they will go to his home world in the morning by climbing Yggdrasil. The three meet up
with Sam at the public gardens by duck statues. Blitz explains that this is the easiest place to get to the world
tree, but tells Magnus he must do it. As he goes to the next duckling Gunilla is across the river with two other
Valkyries and his hall mates. Sam, Blitz and Hearth stall while Magnus finds the right one. On the fourth duck
Magnus uses his sword and opens a rift. The four land on the world tree and follow the sword to their
destination. Ratatosk the squirrel appears and attempts to attack them. Sam and Hearth hide under her hijab,
while Magnus and Blitz go into a vanishing knothole. The two end up wandering across the field, Folkvanger ,
where they are greeted by fallen warriors. Freya tells them to go to Nidavellir to get her a new pair of earrings
and that there is a dwarf who could make them a new rope to bind the beast if Gleipnir breaks, which is very
likely. Junior leaves and Hearth and Sam come to tavern where explain what happened. Magnus, Hearth, and
Blitz show up at the contest. After making three items, the contest is declared over and the judges decide the
winner. He sees Sam and wants to scold her for being late, but does not when he sees that she has a black eye
and swollen lip.
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Magnus Chase discovers that he is the son of a Norse god. The Sword of Summer (Magnus Chase and the Gods of
Asgard, #1), The Hammer of Thor (Magnus Chase.

An iTunes preview [2] containing the first three chapters of the books was released on September 16th, To
promote the book, there was a small commercial where a group of vikings argued over the correct way to
pronounce "falafel", and whether or not it had any nutrition. One viking finally ends the conversation by
stating that a great warrior named Magnus loved the food and ate it often, before holding up the book. Will
they succeed in their perilous journey, or is Ragnarok lurking on the horizon? Magnus introduces Jack to
Percy and Annabeth Chase , who are surprised the sword can talk. Jack proceeds to flirt with Riptide. Percy
gives Magnus a piece of advice that sea gods are vain and possessive when it comes to their weapons, and also
tells him he has a good team. Another wolf is seen looking for a book but is killed by Alex. Magnus finds
some notes scribbled by Randolph, the older notes on the Sword of Summer. Alex feels that the newer notes
mean that Randolph made a possible plan to stop Loki. Leaving Valhalla Alex receives a message from T. He
magnifies his handkerchief and summons the Big Banana â€”which is named by Alex for its yellow
colorâ€”and plan to pick up Blitzen and Hearthstone on the way. Magnus mentions Bolverk to Hunding , who
looks like he has seen a ghost. The crew is surprised to find Blitzen and Hearth as the main course. They
manage to free them with excuses of Halaal and vegetarianism. Not wanting to offend his wife Ran, Aegir
agrees to let them go if they win a fight against his daughters. The Chat with Njord While Magnus and the
crew relax on board, Njord brags about his feet and how he won Skadi the ice giantess. They also talk about
their upcoming quest. After much arguing, Magnus reluctantly lets Blitz and Hearth go on their duo quest.
Once Blitz and Hearth are whisked away onto their quest, Njord tells Magnus that his crew must travel to
Jorvik and challenge the giant Hrungnir to battle. If they win, which is a slim chance they will, they will ask
for the location of the mead, travel to the Ship of the Dead, and defeat Loki in the flyting and restore him to
his bonds. On that note, Njord leaves. Mallory died in Ireland, and Halfborn died near Jorvik. TJ also had
some bad experience: Since he was a son of Tyr , then he always could not resist one on one battles, even if it
was a hopeless one, and that was why T. He told Magnus that even he had a one on one challenge to face
himself and he should prepare for: Sam argues that it actually helps her focus and feel clearer. When Magnus
fell asleep from all the combined exertion when he put Jack on his chain again, he got to witness another
horrid dream. In the dream, Magnus saw how smart and respected Kvasir was treated. One day, he met the
dwarf brothers Fjalar and Gjalar. They wanted help from him about paperwork that needed to be done, and
Kvasir gets killed taking the bait. She was literally kicked out of her house by her intimidating dad. He angrily
says that she should be normal. She says that she is normal, and her dad replies with having so much potential
with something about craft and art. With that, he slams the door behind him, officially disowning Alex. Then
Magnus wakes back up with a start, in the Big Banana at Jorvik. Meeting Hrungnir When the crew arrived at
Old York, sailing up the River Ouse, Halfborn and Mallory explain to watch out for the vatnavaettir , water
horses. They could destroy the ship and stampede on it, drag them under, and make them drown. J, and Alex
go find the giant. When they tried to break in, Alex found out a part of a wall moved, which actually was the
stone giant Hrungnir perfectly blending in to the limestone. Alex seemed to know what he was talking about,
so she accepted and led them to a pottery studio. Creating Pottery Barn T. J, Alex, and Magnus all go to a
pottery studio and Alex paid the owner for hour exclusive use. She gets to work with the pottery wheel as
Magnus rolls coils of clay and TJ cut the slab and used the kiln. Magnus asks if Alex has done pottery before,
and she replies saying that her family had a company called the Fierro Ceramics, and her grandfather made
pottery for a very long time. Then her father started making tons and tons of pots that were bad quality, and
the company went down. Magnus remembers in his dream that her father said that she had so much potential
in using the craft. He wonders if this is what she was talking about. Dreams The three eat at Mr. Chippy, and
they walk back to the pottery studio and Alex crashes for the night. Magnus marvels at how well T. The
bayonet TJ uses was left for him by his father, Tyr. TJ accepted and shot Toussaint once in the chest then
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came closer to stab him with his bayonet, by that time he was shot thirty times and was then in Valhalla.
Toussaint ended up there too, the two spent about fifty years killing each other every day. But eventually TJ
stopped looking for him and Jeffrey Toussaint locked himself in his room and faded away. Magnus seems an
extremely old giant with a battle-ax and a shield. He has another dream with Odin , disguised as Bolverk. The
god shows him a whetstone. All of the sudden, the dream shifts to glowing green eyes, leathery nostrils, and
huge teeth to slice Magnus in half. Magnus wakes up and TJ is wearing glasses saying that he had a dream
killing Hrungnir and his amber eyes. They head out to the streets. Fighting Hrungnir Magnus, Alex, T.
Hrungir was spotted camouflaging into the walls of a shop. Hrungnir introduces Mokkerkalfe to the einherjar.
Alex then introduces Pottery Barn, and Hrungnir admits that it is a poetic name for a warrior. Mokkerkalfe
tried to face P. Alex then steps in with her garrote and lassos P. Pottery Barn went flying across the square and
smashed through the window of a store. Mokkerkalfe then thinks that Alex is an enemy, and launches itself on
top of Alex, drowning her in its wet clay. Magnus screams, but then his attention goes over to T. Pottery Barn
saved the day. They launched themselves onto Hrungnir, who then dropped T. Magnus orders Jack to defend
Alex without actually fighting, and heals T. Another memory; Teenager T. The image changed to a ship,
where his friend complains how the Union put them on a ship, but T. Magnus is back to the present, and the
fighting continues. Magnus was across Alex, looking "utterly dorky. Alex opened her eyes and swatted
Magnus away. Pottery Barn, out of nowhere, jumps on top of Mokkerkalfe and pulls out his heart, and both
warriors collapse. Alex warns them all to hit the deck, and the giant explodes. He assures them all that he can
walk, and all three of them head back to the ship. When they return, they find Halfborn, Mallory, and Sam
exhausted because they just finished fighting water horses. Halfborn jokingly lights T. Down below, Magnus
learns that the car bomb Mallory tried to disable when she died was set by herself. She was goaded by her
mates in Ireland, one of them being Loki, into doing it. Then an old lady, whom Mallory says was also Loki,
gave the indestructible knives she has and told her to correct her mistake. Suddenly, Blitz and Hearth, who lost
his scarf, appear again. Blitz says that Hearth is going to have to face his father one last time. During a picnic,
the three devise a plan on how to kill him. Hearthstone reveals that Nisser used to live in the woods until
Alderman called the exterminator. So Magnus decides to use their tunnels and use Jack to stab the dragon. But
when stabbed, his blood will come out gushing and will kill Magnus almost instantly if he touches it, he has to
escape very quickly. While Magnus is in the tunnel, Hearth uses his magic to bring back his deceased brother,
Andiron , to lure out Alderman. Before vanishing Andiron reveals that he wished he was kind and good as his
brother in that well, he always accepted and loved him. They will need it to sharpen some blades later. Jack
reveals that after someone kills a ring dragon, they must roast its heart and eat it. After telling the story to
everyone, Alex Fierro gives Hearthstone a new pink and green scarf. Mallory Keen takes the whetstone to
hold onto so no one gets hurt. They place the ship near a bunch of other ships to make it look like a tourist
attraction.
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The author announced that Magnus Chase book 3 is titled Ship of the Dead, and is set for release on October 3,
(exactly one year away)! He said that the current plan is for this to be the.

You can help by adding to it. The latter advises him, mentioning the possessiveness of sea gods over their
weapons. Alex Fierro and Magnus travel to the Chase Mansion, where they recover notes scribbled by
Randolph at different points of time. Alex feels that these notes hold the key to defeat Loki. After reaching
Valhalla, Magnus summons a ship gifted by his father Frey. As the crew head to Jorvik, the backstories of the
members are revealed. Mallory died disarming a bomb in Ireland; Halfborn died near Jorvik; TJ died after
accepting a hopeless challenge, a trait inherited from his father Tyr. Samirah fasts during the Ramadan season.
They get the information that they need that the Kvasir Mead is in Jorvik or Norway. Magnus and their friends
meet their godly parents who congratulate them for defeating Loki and delaying the Ragnarok for which he is
rewarded with a boon from Lord Odin. Magnus asks Odin to lend him his lawyers so that he could convert his
mansion to an orphanage and home for the homeless. He later calls Annabeth and tells her his adventure and
notices her, sobbing. List of characters in mythology novels by Rick Riordan Magnus Chase - A year-old son
of Frey who dies in the first few chapters but becomes an einherjar. He has healing and regeneration powers,
resistance to extreme temperatures, and other magical abilities. As a human, he was asthmatic and weak, but
gains extreme strength and endurance after his death. A daughter of Loki , she emigrated from Iraq with her
family and is descended from a medieval Arab traveler and historian who wrote an important account about
living among the Vikings. She is stripped of her powers as a Valkyrie as a result of her choice to make
Magnus an einherjar, but is reinstated by Odin himself. She is a practicing Muslim. She is a shapeshifter and
carries an ax and a green hijab , which doubles as a camouflage cloak. She is engaged to Amir Fadlan, who
works in a falafel shop. He is an alf elf. He is deaf-mute , but speaks Alf Sign Language and can read lips. He
had an abusive childhood, with parents who disliked him because of his disabilities. In exchange for working
for Mimir , he received the ability to work rune magic. He is the son of Freya. He and Hearth watched over
Magnus while he was living in the streets. Blitz is unskilled at crafting unusual for dwarves but is a master
fashion advisor. He, like Hearth, once worked for Mimir. Mallory had a poor relationship with her father due
to his alcoholism. Her mother, Frigg, knowing Mallory would die, appeared to her disguised as an old hag and
convinced her to disarm the bomb, giving her two knives. The car bomb blew up, killing Mallory, but since
she died a heroic death with a weapon in her hand, she was taken to Valhalla. Nine months later, Loki left him
with a child. About two years before becoming an einherji, Alex became homeless and began to wander the
streets of Boston. According to him, this would be the last book in the series.
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Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead (Book 3) PDF Book by Rick Riordan ePub Free Download. Rick Riordan's
Norse hero faces his greatest challenge yet in the final inst.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Much detail about the Muslim holy month of Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr as the devout character Sam
observes it. Some detail about what it was like as a black soldier during the U. Civil War and about Bloody
Friday in Ireland. We get an up-close look at Naglfar, the Ship of Nails. Positive Messages The power of
teamwork , and believing in and trusting others is strong enough to defeat evil here. Words hold more power
than weapons. Holding onto hate only poisons you. The character Sam says, "I think the hardest thing we can
ever do is see someone for who they really are. In the midst of fighting he finds a way toward peace. Instead
of cutting someone down, he raises up his friends as a better example to follow. As in the other two books, the
cast is diverse: Sam fasts during Ramadan all while fighting sea monsters and the undead. Violence Everyone
residing in Valhalla has died once, and they often talk about how. Skirmishes with swords, bayonets, a garrote,
a chainsaw, scythes, knives, and axes that kill giants and the undead warriors -- sometimes they reform
immediately to fight again. Main characters suffer injuries and are healed, except one character keeps a piece
of flint shrapnel lodged above his eye. Mention of a raging, alcoholic parent; family dying in a storm; and the
god Loki tied up by the entrails of his murdered children. A giantess explains how she got her revenge after
Loki insinuated they had shared a bed. Language The "N" word spelled like that, one "damn. Percy Jackson
drives a Prius in his cameo appearance. A giant brews mead, and a special mead figures prominently in the
story. A mention of an alcoholic father. As in all his series, Riordan sticks to his signature humor in the face of
dire circumstances, so nothing gets too dark -- not even the idea that Magnus is already dead and living in
Valhalla. Skirmishes with swords, bayonets, a garrote, a chain saw, scythes, knives, and axes kill giants and
the undead warriors -- sometimes they reform immediately to fight again. Magnus continues to be a brave
character who feels much empathy for others, especially the homeless. Like the other two books, the cast is
diverse: Hijab-wearing Sam fasts during Ramadan while fighting sea monsters and the undead. Expect a little
mead drinking among all ages in Valhalla. Magnus describes the drink as more like espresso than alcohol.
Stay up to date on new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox.
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6: Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3 The Ship of the Dead Summary & Study Guide
Read "Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3: The Ship of the Dead" by Rick Riordan with Rakuten Kobo.
Magnus Chase, a once-homeless teen, is a resident of the Hotel Valhalla and one of Odin's chosen warriors.

Then I could projectile vomit on Percy Jackson and make him go away. My friend Alex Fierro had rushed me
back to the Hotel Valhalla just in time for me to die in my own bed. Thirty minutes later, I woke up as good as
new. Now here I was again, ready for more pain. Percy leaned against the rigging, the wind rippling little
waves through his black hair. He looked like a normal guyâ€”orange T-shirt, jeans, battered white leather
Reeboks. The only strange thing about Jackson was the tattoo on the inside of his forearmâ€”a trident as dark
as seared wood, with a single line underneath and the letters SPQR. A bunch of sea monsters and sea gods and
who-knows-what-else will be trying to kill you, right? Please leave me alone. From what my cousin Annabeth
had told me, Percy had been through even more dangerous adventures than I had. And I lived in Valhalla. I
died at least once a day. As much as I appreciated him coming up from New York to offer me heroic
aquatic-survival tips, though, I was getting tired of failing. Now here I was: I glanced down, where Annabeth
and Alex Fierro were watching us from the deck. Alex Fierro gave me two thumbs up. At least I think that was
the gesture. It was hard to be sure from this distance. Percy took a deep breath. Whenever he looked at me, his
left eye twitched. Start in skydiver position, spread-eagle to slow your descent. Then, right before you hit the
water, straighten like an arrowâ€”head up, heels down, back straight, butt clenched. That last part is really
important. At the last moment, he straightened, heels downward, and hit the water, disappearing with hardly a
ripple. A moment later, he surfaced, his palms raised like See? Annabeth and Alex applauded. Most of the
time, Alex identified as female, but today he was definitely male. Right, I muttered to myself. For half a
second, I felt pretty confident. The wind whistled past my ears. I spread my arms and managed not to scream.
I can do this. Which was when my sword, Jack, decided to fly up out of nowhere and start a conversation. Just
as Percy had warned, the cold stunned my system. I sank, momentarily paralyzed, the air knocked out of my
lungs. I scanned for major injuries. The right one was only sprained. I summoned the power of Frey. Warmth
like summer sunlight spread from my chest into my limbs. Ah, better, I thought, as I floated through the cold
darkness. I wrapped my fingers around his leather grip and he hauled me upward, launching me out of the
harbor like a rocket-powered Lady of the Lake. I landed, gasping and shivering, on the deck of Old Ironsides
next to my friends. Percy eyed the glowing runes on my weapon. Annabeth stifled a yelp. The Sword of
Summer! The weapon of Frey! The past few weeks, Jack had been off on his own, doing whatever sentient
magic swords did in their free time. Percy and I had been using standard-issue Hotel Valhalla practice blades
for sparring. Besides, the fact that Jack talked was the least weird thing about him. The fact that he could sing
the entire cast recording of Jersey Boys from memoryâ€¦that was weird. Alex Fierro looked like he was trying
not to laugh.
7: Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 3: The Ship of the Dead by Rick Riordan on Apple Books
Book 1. The Sword of Summer. Magnus Chase has seen his share of trouble. Ever since that terrible night two years
ago when his mother told him to run, he has lived alone on the streets of Boston, surviving by his wits, staying one step
ahead of the police and truant officers.

8: Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard Series by Rick Riordan
The first book, The Sword of Summer, was released on October 6, The second book, The Hammer of Thor, was
released on October 4, The main protagonist Magnus Chase, son of the Vanir god of fertility Frey, narrates the novel in
first person.

9: The Ship of the Dead by Rick Riordan
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Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, The Ship Of The Dead was a great addition to the existing Magnus Chase
series. In The Ship Of The Dead, by Rick Riordan, is the third book in the series. Mangus is is one of the many people in
Valhalla, where norse demigods go, when they die with a weapon in their hand.
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